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A captivating debut fantasy inspired by the legend of the
Chinese moon goddess, Chang'e , in which a young woman's
quest to free her mother pits her against the most powerful
immortal in the realm and sets her on a dangerous
path--where choices come with deadly consequences, and
she risks losing more than her heart. Growing up on the
moon, Xingyin is accustomed to solitude, unaware that she is
being hidden from the powerful Celestial Emperor who exiled
her mother for stealing his elixir of immortality. But when
Xingyin's magic flares and her existence is discovered, she is
forced to flee her home, leaving her mother behind. Alone,
untrained, and afraid, she makes her way to the Celestial
Kingdom, a land of wonder and secrets. Disguising her
identity, she seizes an opportunity to learn alongside the
Crown Prince, mastering archery and magic, even as passion
flames between her and the emperor's son. To save her
mother, Xingyin embarks on a perilous quest, confronting
legendary creatures and vicious enemies across the earth
and skies. When treachery looms and forbidden magic
threatens the kingdom, however, she must challenge the
ruthless Celestial Emperor for her dream--striking a
dangerous bargain in which she is torn between losing all she
loves or plunging the realm into chaos. Daughter of the Moon
Goddess begins an enchanting, romantic duology which
weaves ancient Chinese mythology into a sweeping
adventure of immortals and magic, of loss and
sacrifice--where love vies with honor, dreams are fraught with
betrayal, and hope emerges triumphant.
In ninety-two days, the feathered appendages that link me to
the people I loathe finally come off. Dear, winglets, you will
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not be missed. Celeste has spent the last four years building
a life outside of angelic guilds-parties, check-pursuing human
ambitions instead of celestial ones-college, check-and
shedding feathers across Parisian cobblestones and more
recently New York sidewalks-speaking her mind, always
check. She swore off angels, but the death of the woman who
took her in the night Leigh died brings them soaring back into
her life . . . and not just any angel but the most detestable
one, the one complicit in Leigh's death-Seraph Asher.
Although Celeste tells the archangel to feather off, the
unreasonably pretty and obstinate man doesn't leave her
alone. He returns and insists she complete her wings. When
she asks him for one good reason to do so, he gives her an
unbeatable one: what he did with Leigh's soul. Asher never
meant to share his damning secret, but he knows it's the only
way to save Celeste-the rebellious Fletching he can't get out
of his head . . . or heart.
Kay and Ada achieved the impossible and defeated the
StoneKing, but only they know about the terrible dangers
beyond the Alliance’s borders — and within them. All Kay
wanted was to escape the shadow of his father, Lawrence
Walker, the former council member responsible for dooming
Ada’s homeworld to destruction. Now Walker is back, his
plans more ruthless than ever, and the world he left behind
might be the final catalyst for a cross-world war. Kay and Ada
race against the clock to stop Walker and save a world from
the deadly trap that cost Kay’s mother her life. With the
Alliance turning on itself and Ada’s homeworld threatening
war, Kay and Ada must overcome their most dangerous
adversary yet before it tears the Multiverse apart.
This winner of the 2019 Man Booker International Prize and
national bestseller is “an innovative reimagining of the family
saga . . . Celestial Bodies is itself a treasure house: an
intricately calibrated chaos of familial orbits and conjunctions,
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of the gravitational pull of secrets" (The New York Times
Book Review). In the village of al-Awafi in Oman, we
encounter three sisters: Mayya, who marries after a
heartbreak; Asma, who marries from a sense of duty; and
Khawla, who chooses to refuse all offers and await a reunion
with the man she loves, who has emigrated to Canada.
These three women and their families, their losses and loves,
unspool beautifully against a backdrop of a rapidly changing
Oman, a country evolving from a traditional, slave-owning
society into its complex present. Through the sisters, we
glimpse a society in all its degrees, from the very poorest of
the local slave families to those making money through the
advent of new wealth. The first novel originally written in
Arabic to ever win the Man Booker International Prize, and
the first book by a female Omani author to be translated into
English, Celestial Bodies marks the arrival in the United
States of a major international writer.
Enjoy this angelic series by USA Today Bestselling urban
fantasy authors Sarah Biglow and Molly Zenk... A stolen relic.
A false identity. An apocalypse in the making. Zuri knows
she's next in line to rule Hell, until the theft of a priceless
family relic throws her future into chaos. Now, to reclaim
what's hers, she must infiltrate the prestigious Celestial
Academy. Even if it means lying her way in. Miryam's famous
Archangel father treats her like she doesn't exist, fueling her
insecurity and self-doubt. She pretends she's got it all
together until confident, badass Zuri ends up as her
roommate. The longer they spend together, the harder it is to
keep up the façade. When they uncover plans to unleash
Armageddon, they have no choice but to come clean. With
Zuri's life on the line, her only hope of survival is to trust
Miryam. But is their growing bond strong enough to overcome
eons of bad blood between Fallen and Archangels?
LUCIFER'S EMBLEM is the fast paced first novel in the
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Celestial Academy young adult paranormal romance series
where you'll find angels and demons aren't always what they
seem. Get LUCIFER'S EMBLEM and ignite this slow-burn
romance today. KEYWORDS: free paranormal academy
series, young adult romance series free, paranormal
academy series free, fantasy books free, young adult
romance series starter free, urban fantasy series starter free,
coming of age fantasy series, urban fantasy books, urban
fantasy series starter, angels, demons, friends to lovers,
family feud, paranormal academy ebook, urban fantasy
ebook, LGBT romance, young adult, young adult romance
Jovianus is part of a classified civilization that has secretly
taken up residence on this planet that they share with the
human race known as, Celestial Beings. Against his wishes,
he has been chosen to become the next chief of his tribe. The
plan was supposed to be simple. Live alongside your
adversary. Blend in. Observe and learn about their
weaknesses. That is until he carelessly meets the exquisite
mortal, Simone. The balance of his future inevitably shifts as
she gently infiltrates his heart. Meanwhile, unknown to him, a
plot is being devised by the tribe's council to eliminate a
threat that has long been rumored to jeopardize the decree
which ensures the safety of their species. Coincidentally this
threat happens to involve Simone and Jovianus must now
make a dangerous choice:Join the quest to eradicate the risk
that compromises their mere existence or betray his tribe in
order to protect Simone and become the hunted?.
Fifteen year old Lexa is very different to her twin Lucinda, but
when they stumble upon their uncle's storeroom they discover
a world far away from their mundane lives. Guided by their
Uncle Devon and his untrustworthy chimera familiar, the girls
along with Lexa's best friend Marlon, try to navigate their new
surroundings without falling prey to the elusive puppeteer and
the creeping, sinister Puppet Spell.
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This book presents twenty chapters by experts in their fields,
providing a thorough and interdisciplinary overview of the
theory and practice of magic in the West. Its chronological
scope extends from the Ancient Near East to twenty-firstcentury North America; its objects of analysis range from
Persian curse tablets to US neo-paganism. For comparative
purposes, the volume includes chapters on developments in
the Jewish and Muslim worlds, evaluated not simply for what
they contributed at various points to European notions of
magic, but also as models of alternative development in
ancient Mediterranean legacy. Similarly, the volume highlights
the transformative and challenging encounters of Europeans
with non-Europeans, regarding the practice of magic in both
early modern colonization and more recent decolonization.
I'm Ivy Lane, and if I never see another faerie again, it'll be
too soon. Twenty years after the faeries came and destroyed
the world as we knew it, I use my specialist skills to keep
rogue faeries in line and ensure humans and their magically
gifted neighbours can coexist (relatively) peacefully. Nobody
knows those skills came from the darkest corner of Faerie
itself. When a human child disappears, replaced with a faerie
changeling, I have to choose between taking the safe road or
exposing my own history with the faeries to the seductively
dangerous head of the Mage Lords. He's the exact kind of
distraction I don't need, but it's work with him or lose my
chance to save the victims. It'll take all my skills to catch the
kidnappers and stop Faerie's dark denizens overrunning the
city - but if the faerie lords find out about the magic I stole last
time I went into their realm, running won't save me this time...
Ada is gone, taken by a group of magic-resistant warriors with
a grudge against the Alliance. Kay is stranded on Earth, with
no way to reach her. But he won’t accept that Ada is lost.
Ada refuses to resign herself to her fate as a weapon of the
Stoneskins. Tapping into her own magic might be her key to
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escape, but now she’s in an unknown world, far beyond the
reach of the Alliance. And the terrifying StoneKing has his
eye on her -- and her magic -- for reasons she never could
have seen coming. Kay puts his job, and his life, on the line to
get to Ada. But with powers shifting inside and outside the
Alliance and an old enemy waiting in the shadows, the
countdown to war has begun… and Ada is right at the centre.
Some problems can't be solved with the roll of a die...After a
major betrayal shook up my life, I'm attempting to lie low.
Naturally, that's when the King of the Dead decides to show
up on my doorstep again.Seems His Deathly Highness needs
a new Elemental Soldier, and he wants to hire me as his
security guard to stop anyone from sabotaging the contest.
Since the Order has been ghosting me ever since I
accidentally blew up a vampire's house, I could use the cash
-- even if it involves dealing with hot-tempered fire
mages.Problem is, everyone in the Court of the Dead has
their own agenda. And with an upcoming school reunion
threatening to drag up dangerous memories of my lessons in
spirit magic, I find myself at a crossroads in my life, in more
ways than one.In the Parallel, not everything stays buried for
long, and if I'm not careful, the Court of the Dead's many
secrets will spell my own end.
The end is here for Devi Lawson… Devi may have killed the
arch-demon Lythocrax, but in the process, something much
worse has been unleashed. The Divine Agents, rogue angels,
have given Devi an ultimatum: join them, or watch Earth
crumble to ashes. Preparing for war would be difficult enough
without the nether realms getting involved, but two demonic
overlords would like a piece of Devi, too. Meanwhile, her
warlock partner Nikolas fights a battle of his own, for
leadership over Earth's warlocks. And in the background, an
old enemy might not be as dead as Devi thinks. The celestials
want her as their saviour. The demons want her dead. The
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rebel angels want the worlds to burn. And to save the ones
she loves, Devi must make an impossible choice…
The netherworld is far from done with Devi Lawson... Now the
celestials are set on eradicating anyone who carries the
demonic virus, Devi finds herself a fugitive. Joining with the
demons is the easy way out, but that would mean giving up
her home to the denizens of the infernal realms. With
everyone in the netherworld queuing to stake a claim on her,
she's not all that keen on handing Earth over to them, too. But
now her demon mark is taking on a life of its own, she might
not have a choice in the matter. The shadow of war
descends, and Devi must find a way to protect the people she
loves, without losing her humanity in the process...
A reckoning is coming for Devi Lawson... Settling into her new
role as the first celestial with demon magic, Devi faces an
unwelcome surprise when the shadow arch-demon abruptly
returns to the nether realms. The forces of hell are moving,
and they don't want a human running around with their power.
The problem is, it's getting a bit much for Devi, too. When
dead warlocks start showing up with the celestials' mark on
their bodies, tensions between the celestials and demons
reach a tipping point. Devi's relationship with the archdemon's son, Nikolas, is just fuel on the fire. The archdemons are gearing up for an epic showdown. And this time,
humanity might not survive it…
Celestial MagicEmma L. Adams
No one said escaping her bloodthirsty fated mate would be
easy. Half Fae half wolf-shifter Tavi Alderidge's only chance
to dodge a dangerous and disturbing arranged marriage is to
attend the Fae Academy for Halflings. There's just one
problem: shifters aren't allowed. Her hope comes in the form
of a potion to suppress her shifter half while she works to
earn her ticket to Faerie, the cost steep but one she's willing
to pay for a chance to escape. However, surviving the
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Academy's cullings meant to weed out the weaker students
isn't all it's cracked up to be when a murderer begins taking
out the top students. Soon, Tavi finds herself doing the one
thing she swore she would never do: falling for another
student. And when she discovers he's the Crown Prince of
Faerie, she realizes the one person she thought she could
trust is the last person who can ever learn her secret. Fans of
Sarah J. Maas, Bella Forest, and K.F. Breene will find
themselves enthralled with this dark paranormal academy
romance full of magic and betrayal. Scroll up and one click to
start reading FAERIE MARKED by USA Today bestselling
author Brea Viragh today!
With Earth on the brink of war with Ada's homeworld, the
Alliance has reached crisis point. While Ada faces the truths
her guardian, Nell, kept from her all her life, Kay faces the
backlash from his father’s last, terrible act as a council
member. Nobody can be trusted, and betrayal lurks at every
corner. As the inevitable cross-world war threatens everything
they care about, Ada and Kay must make devastating
choices. If the Alliance falls, so does the Multiverse. And this
time, there’s no going back…
When Earth suddenly gains inexplicably high levels of magic,
all fingers point at the Alliance. With griffins and unicorns
running amok around London and dangerous monsters
escaping from the Passages, Ada and Kay are sent to seek
out the source of the trouble. On a distant world, where magicfuelled forces of nature rule over humans, a disaster is
sweeping the land. When Kay and Ada travel there with the
other Ambassadors, they encounter a terrifying force of
nature tied to their own magic in ways they never expected.
Worse, the rising magic level sends their own abilities
haywire. While Ada barely has a handle on the magic she still
fears, Kay becomes more reckless than ever when testing the
boundaries of his own abilities. Faced with living magic, their
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mission turns into a fight for survival -- and the future of the
Multiverse.
From the international bestselling author of The Dark
Heavens and Journey to Wudang series.. The Heavenly
defenses struggle to hold against the combined might of the
Eastern and Western demon hordes. The God of War Xuan
Wu is now at full strength -- but is his might enough to
safeguard the realm when half the Heavens are already in
their hands? John and Emma fight a last-ditch desperate
struggle to conserve their kingdom and their protect their
families. But will the kingdom ever be the same again?
From Soulmates to Stardust... It's never easy being a
Celestial Soul...Gemma never thought there was anything
special about her. In her mind, she was ordinary. But
everything is turned upside down when she's hunted down
the Cassa- nasty werewolf like creatures who would stop at
nothing to capture her.She meets Arlo, who introduces her to
a world of magic and mystery a world that ultimately leads to
finding her true love. Her Soulmate. But fate has other plans,
and in order to save the world, the newly united lovers must
be torn apart. Will Gemma make the ultimate sacrifice?
Ever since the dawn of time, eclipses have been percieved as
peculiarly portentous events. These once-in-a-lifetime
happenings hold a powerful fascination for us all. Steel's book
explains much about eclipses, their science and their
significance to humankind.
Before its modern incarnation of predictive horoscopy,
Astrology was in centuries past integrated with science,
magic, mysticism and philosophy. In this groundbreaking
anthology, ten of today's most influential esoteric astrologers
write concerning Astrology's hidden occult aspects, from
herbalism to witchcraft, to philosophy and practical sorcery.
Contributing authors include Demetra George, Austin
Coppock, John Michael Greer, Jason Miller, Freedom Cole,
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Benjamin Dykes, Daniel Schulke, Al Cummins, Lee Lehman,
Eric Purdue, and Mallorie Vaudoise.
The Celestial Omnibus and Other Stories - E. M. Forster The Celestial Omnibus and Other Stories is the title of a
collection of short stories by English writer E. M. Forster, first
published in 1911. It contains stories written over the previous
ten years, and together with the collection The Eternal
Moment (1928) forms part of Forster's Collected Short Stories
(1947).
Ilsa Lynn has made it her life's goal to avoid the curse that
binds her family to serve the Summer Court of Faerie. With
her magically talented twin sister given the role of
Gatekeeper, Ilsa is content to hide under the radar amongst
the regular humans. At least until a mysterious spell book falls
into her possession, granting Ilsa with a sudden and
inconvenient affinity with the dead, and dangerous magic that
makes her into a target. With her family's questionable past
quite literally refusing to stay buried, the last thing Ilsa needs
is an untrustworthy self-proclaimed faerie bodyguard, even if
he does come with a deadly skillset of his own. Dealing with
zombies and fae assassins would be difficult enough on its
own, but now someone's out to frame her for murder, too.
While dodging enemies at every corner, Ilsa must get a
handle on her new powers before the armies of Faerie invade
Earth. She might just be in over her head...

With her eighteenth birthday fast approaching, crown
princess Josselyn deLure knows it's her duty to choose a
husband, but that doesn't mean she has to be happy
about it. She'd much rather be practicing her swordplay
with her best friend, Edmund, or teasing her straightlaced guard, Alex. Ballgowns and suitors? No, thank
you.Marriage will be the least of her worries, however,
when a plot to overthrow the kingdom sends her fleeing
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for her life, with nothing more than a dagger and her
loyal guard to defend herself with. That, and a secret
even she didn't know existed within her...... let sleeping
beasts awaken in this exciting, first installment of E.P.
Stavs' The Shendri Series.THE MARKED PRINCESS is
a fast-paced adventure filled with witty dialogue,
forbidden romance, and just enough fantasy to captivate
the reader's imagination. The first in a four book series, it
sets the stage for a fairytale-like epic that will put four,
young women on the path to love, loss, and some kickass fight scenes.Amazon Categories: *New Adult
Fantasy*Romantic Fantasy*Epic Fantasy
It's hard to defend the Earth from deadly monsters when
you suspect you might be one of them. Discovering she's
a walking magical weapon is just the beginning of Ada's
problems. Her guardian thinks she's turned traitor, and
her new boss has put her on goblin-catching duty. With
enemies around every corner and a centaur uprising
threatening to bring a bloodbath to Earth's doorstep, Ada
and Kay are once again thrown into danger -- and a
conspiracy that could change the world as they know it.
Against an enemy they quite literally can't see, Ada and
Kay must face up to the real, deadly potential of magic...
A compelling debut by a new voice in fantasy fiction, The
Conductors features the magic and mystery of Jim
Butcher's Dresden Files written with the sensibility and
historical setting of Octavia Butler's Kindred Introducing
Hetty Rhodes, a magic-user and former conductor on the
Underground Railroad who now solves crimes in postCivil War Philadelphia. As a conductor on the
Underground Railroad, Hetty Rhodes helped usher
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dozens of people North with her wits and magic. Now
that the Civil War is over, Hetty and her husband Benjy
have settled in Philadelphia, solving murders and
mysteries that the white authorities won't touch. When
they find one of their friends slain in an alley, Hetty and
Benjy bury the body and set off to find answers. But the
secrets and intricate lies of the elites of Black
Philadelphia only serve to dredge up more questions. To
solve this mystery, they will have to face ugly truths all
around them, including the ones about each other. In this
vibrant and original novel, Nicole Glover joins a roster of
contemporary writers within fantasy, such as Victor
LaValle and Zen Cho, who use speculative fiction to
delve into important historical and cultural threads.
Devi Lawson has a talent for breaking the rules. It's
second only to her skill at hunting down demons -- too
bad the angelic guild of celestial soldiers didn't
appreciate her efforts. In fact, they kicked her out. And
now she's being accused of murdering one of their own.
To clear her name, she must work hand in hand with the
demons she used to hunt, including the enigmatic
warlock Nikolas Castor. Not only is his magic entirely too
close to the killer she's pursuing, but he seems to think
Devi is marked by a demon, too. Before long, Devi is
neck-deep in trouble. Distrusted by her former allies and
in serious danger of the real reason she left the guild
making it into the light, Devi must catch the killer before
he unleashes a literal hell on Earth.
Explores the variety of ways different cultures have
marked the movement of the stars and seasonal
changes with celebrations throughout history
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The fate of the heavens is at stake in this hilarious and
highly-anticipated sequel to the The Epic Crush of Genie
Lo, from the New York Times and USA Today bestselling
author of Avatar: The Last Airbender: The Rise of Kyoshi
Genie Lo thought she was busy last year, juggling her
academic career with protecting the Bay Area from
demons. But now, as the Heaven-appointed Guardian of
California, she’s responsible for the well-being of all
yaoguai and spirits on Earth. Even the ones who
interrupt her long-weekend visit to a prestigious college,
bearing terrible news about a cosmos-threatening force
of destruction in a nearby alternate dimension. The
goddess Guanyin and Genie’s boyfriend, Quentin Sun
Wukong, do their best to help, but it’s really the Jade
Emperor who’s supposed to handle crises of this
magnitude. Unfortunately for Genie and the rest of
existence, he’s gone AWOL. Fed up with the Jade
Emperor’s negligence, Genie spots an opportunity to
change the system for the better by undertaking a quest
that spans multiple planes of reality along with an
adventuring party of quarrelsome Chinese gods. But
when faced with true danger, Genie and her friends
realize that what will save the universe this time isn’t
strength, but sacrifice.
WITH AN AFTERWORD FROM THE AUTHOR 'A major
work of mounting tensions in which the human mind is
the guinea-pig... Mr Fowles has taken a big swing at a
difficult subject and his hits are on the bull's eye' Sunday
Times On a remote Greek Island, Nicholas Urfe finds
himself embroiled in the deceptions of a master trickster.
As reality and illusion intertwine, Urfe is caught up in the
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darkest of psychological games. John Fowles expertly
unfolds a tale that is lush with over-powering imagery in
a spellbinding exploration of human complexities. By
turns disturbing, thrilling and seductive, The Magus is a
feast for the mind and the senses.
The Darkworld is open, and nothing will ever be the
same. Reeling from recent events, Ash and her friends
are forced to flee Blackstone. With their former allies
dead or missing, their only hope lies with another group
of sorcerers who've risked their lives to learn the truth
about the Darkworld. But the group have an agenda of
their own, and with no Barrier left to contain the demons,
nobody is safe from corruption. Ash must unravel one
final mystery if she is to defeat Lucifer and
Mephistopheles for good. But the truth lies within the
Darkworld itself, and even if she survives the journey,
there may not be anything left to return to…
Named one of the best 25 space opera books by
BookRiot! The first book in a scifi retelling of the
Mahabrahata. When Esmae wins a contest of skill, she
sets off events that trigger an inevitable and unwinnable
war that pits her against the family she would give
anything to return to. In a universe of capricious gods,
dark moons, and kingdoms built on the backs of
spaceships, a cursed queen sends her infant daughter
away, a jealous uncle steals the throne of Kali from his
nephew, and an exiled prince vows to take his crown
back. Raised alone and far away from her home on Kali,
Esmae longs to return to her family. When the King of
Wychstar offers to gift the unbeatable, sentient warship
Titania to a warrior that can win his competition, she
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sees her way home: she’ll enter the competition, reveal
her true identity to the world, and help her famous
brother win back the crown of Kali. It’s a great plan. Until
it falls apart. Inspired by the Mahabharata and other
ancient Indian stories, A Spark of White Fire is a lush,
sweeping space opera about family, curses, and the
endless battle between jealousy and love.
After pissing off the head of the supernatural lab, failing
at befriending my fellow inmates, and pitching a temper
tantrum in the underground cafeteria, it was only a
matter of time before I had to do something about this
whole captivity thing. For me, Cassandra Thorn, being
born as a human, raised by an elite group of
supernaturals, and struggling to reach my twentieth
birthday was far more fun than this.Then again, anything
would be. In this case, "this" refers to being taken
against my will--kidnapped--and trapped in an
underground lab for supernatural shifters. Pretty
ridiculous, considering I was a mere mortal. Or so I was
told. Turns out there are a lot of things I was told, not all
of them true. Now a family secret has been revealed and
destiny is just waiting for me to fulfill it...but I was stuck in
Prison Boringville with a bunch of not-so-friendly
detainees.Being a supernatural inmate isn't my style, so
with the very new powers bestowed upon me, I was
getting my booty out of this hellhole. Unless Adonis the
sexy incubus, Dominick the deadly fae master, Otis the
death-seeking vampire, and Tristan the sly shapeshifter
bust me out first. Supernatural Inmate is the first book in
the Supernatural Captivity series, a Paranormal Prison
Romance.
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• Three hardcover volumes in slipcase • Corrects the
many mistranslations, copyist mistakes, and errors
introduced from other editions, drawing on new research
and access to Agrippa’s source texts • Restores all of
Agrippa’s original illustrations • Presents a nearly
complete bibliography of Agrippa’s primary sources One
of the most important texts in the Western magical
tradition for nearly 500 years, Heinrich Cornelius
Agrippa’s 1533 work Three Books of Occult Philosophy
collates a multitude of sources from the Classical,
Medieval, and Renaissance periods and organizes them
into a coherent explanation of the magical world. Divided
into three parts--the natural world, the celestial world,
and the divine world--the book systematically explains
the philosophy, logic, and methods of magic and
astrology and how they work. The basis for 19th-century
magical orders such as the Golden Dawn and a primary
source for countless books on magical uses of stones,
herbs, incense, and astrology, Agrippa’s many lists and
diagrams have proven invaluable to magicians since the
16th century. Yet, until now, all English editions of
Agrippa’s Three Books were based on the same flawed
1651 translation from the mysterious “J.F.” In this new
translation from the original 1533 Latin edition, Eric
Purdue corrects the many mistranslations, copyist
mistakes, and errors introduced from other editions as
well as restores all of Agrippa’s original illustrations.
Purdue notates every correction and offers commentary,
drawing on major developments in the research of older
magical and astrological texts. He also presents a nearly
complete bibliography of Agrippa’s primary sources,
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revealing Agrippa as a mainstream scholar of his day.
Presenting the first new English translation of Three
Books of Occult Philosophy in more than 350 years, this
three-volume hardcover boxed set repairs the gaps in
knowledge pervasive in the original translation and
restores the magical spirit of Agrippa’s masterpiece,
allowing us to hear Agrippa speak again.
The stakes are higher than ever for Devi Lawson.
Former celestial soldier Devi Lawson is now working for
the warlocks, but the fragile peace between the celestials
and the preternaturally gifted rests on a knife's edge.
When a mysterious demonic virus sweeps across the
city, turning vampires and celestials alike into
bloodthirsty killers, it's up to Devi to work with the
enigmatic and dangerous warlock Nikolas to discover the
cause before the city is overrun. But with power forces
shifting in the demonic realms and the shadows of old
enemies pursuing them, it becomes clear that everyone
is keeping secrets, none more so than Nikolas himself.
To survive and protect those she cares about, Devi must
embrace her terrifying new demonic powers, at the risk
of losing her soul to the netherworld...
From the New York Times bestselling author of Star
Wars: Resistance Reborn comes the “engrossing and
vibrant” (Tochi Onyebuchi, author of Riot Baby) first
book in the Between Earth and Sky trilogy inspired by
the civilizations of the Pre-Columbian Americas and
woven into a tale of celestial prophecies, political
intrigue, and forbidden magic. A god will return When the
earth and sky converge Under the black sun In the holy
city of Tova, the winter solstice is usually a time for
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celebration and renewal, but this year it coincides with a
solar eclipse, a rare celestial even proscribed by the Sun
Priest as an unbalancing of the world. Meanwhile, a ship
launches from a distant city bound for Tova and set to
arrive on the solstice. The captain of the ship, Xiala, is a
disgraced Teek whose song can calm the waters around
her as easily as it can warp a man’s mind. Her ship
carries one passenger. Described as harmless, the
passenger, Serapio is a young man, blind, scarred, and
cloaked in destiny. As Xiala well knows, when a man is
described as harmless, he usually ends up being a
villain. Crafted with unforgettable characters, Rebecca
Roanhorse has created a “brilliant world that shows the
full panoply of human grace and depravity” (Ken Liu,
award-winning author of The Grace of Kings). This epic
adventure explores the decadence of power amidst the
weight of history and the struggle of individuals
swimming against the confines of society and their
broken pasts in this “absolutely tremendous” (S.A.
Chakraborty, nationally bestselling author of The City of
Brass) and most original series debut of the decade.
Drink by the light of the moon with these 70 lunar
cocktails that celebrate and strengthen your connection
with this out-of-this-world celestial body. For centuries,
alcohol has been used to celebrate the moon and the
moon’s phases. Now, modern moon lovers everywhere
can learn how to make the perfect lunar-inspired drink.
All you need is a tried-and-true recipe, a bottle of your
favorite booze, and a dark moonlit night. In Moon, Magic,
Mixology, you’ll find 70 recipes for alcohol-based
beverages that can be used to summon the moon for
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whatever you need. Each recipe is elevated by magical
tools such as crystals, candles, herbs, aromatherapy,
and meditations, helping you infuse magic into every
drink. Whatever your moon desire, this book has you
covered with full-color photos and tips on how to use
your lunar libations to enhance your connection with the
moon.
Brielle Atwater isn't sure of much, but she knows a few
things: 1. Having black wings is not normal. 2. Selling her
soul to the demons was a mistake. 3. Lincoln Grey is the
biggest jerk she's ever met ... but not falling in love with
him might prove impossible. When angels fell from the
sky to war with the demons that ravaged Earth, their
combined powers infected humanity. Now, the humans
are assigned one of two fates, being either demon gifted
or angel blessed. After wings sprout from Brielle's back
at her awakening ceremony, she's sure she's an angel
blessed celestial. It's not until she sees black wings that
she realizes something is terribly wrong. Having sold her
contract at a young age to save her father's life means
she should be bound for Tainted Academy. That is, until
a fallen angel unexpectedly fights for her to be accepted
into Fallen Academy, the elite school for those that
inhabit Angel City. She's immediately matched with her
impossibly handsome celestial teacher, Lincoln Grey.
Laying eyes on him, her first thought is that her time at
the academy might actually be fun, but this theory
quickly fades when she and Lincoln clash on day one. To
further prove her admission into Fallen Academy is
cursed, the entire school is thrown into chaos when an
Abrus demon reveals that he knows Brielle's secret.
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Now, above all else, Lincoln must fight to protect her. To
his surprise, the only thing more difficult than trying to
save her ... is trying not to fall for her.
With the sexy and arrogant Mage Lord pressuring me to
join his team and a dark movement in the magical
underworld threatening to ignite a war between the halffaeries and other supernaturals, I have my work cut out.
Especially when a serum that's deadly to half-faeries
finds its way onto the market, luring in its victims with the
promise of immortality. To find the source of the lies, I
have to go undercover to a dangerous magical contest
where half-faeries compete for glory. Problem is, to get
in, I have to pretend to be one of them. Navigating my
way between half-faeries who want my head on a platter
and the Mage Lord who wants, well, me, is tricky
enough. But then I learn something about my own magic
that changes the playing field. If I don't come out on top,
a second faerie apocalypse is on the horizon.
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